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APC NOTES 11/17/2022 

1. Vehicle Trackers 
DAS did audit and pulled driving abstracts for people required to drive- checked records- 
unknown what formula was, but letters sent out to members to suspend driving priv, etc 
Is it disciplinary in nature? Answer: unknown 
DAS standards: unable to drive regardless of what private insurance says 
Currently nobody under investigation, but can’t stay status won’t change 
“Typically” they look back 3 years on driving record 
Kelly acknowledges policy says you need to have valid OL- Alison says it’s DAS policy 
281 units installed as of today- hoping in 1 month or so to have speed, seatbelt usage, harsh 
breaking, hard acceleration, hard cornering (swerving out of lane), intelligent zoning (off limit 
areas), collision detection, engine performance- all will be in real time  
Barr response: hardly any officers on 270  
Question: What is benchmark for “speeding”? Answer: Unknown 
Management states they have same questions we have  
**REVIEW WITH JOSH**- Demand to Bargain and go to ULP 
 

2. Disciplinary Investigations 

Alison references 804- letters sent out if not taking action. If action is taken, letter of disciplinary 
action is sent out. Says it can always be asked and they will advise if available or not- Did not 
speak to timeframes, just said to follow up with investigator  

Jessica encourages to file grievances in timely manner  

3. TVO Cases 
Jessica acknowledges importance of managing cases “locally”- wants to keep it a local decision 
If people don’t have time to manage TVO’s communicate locally- should be able to be worked 
out 
Do not plan on changing criteria, but TVO sizes will be increasing in future 
 

4. Duty Days for Offices 
Katrina: When offices opened back up, so did duty days. Other than offenders reporting to 
office, other things may occur i.e law enforcement, victims, etc. reporting to offices 
Tom brings up good point of having an “Officer of Day”- one officer to handle public relations to 
address staffing issues within building 
Katrina and Jessica response: that conversation should be had locally- good topic for RPC 
Kelly: Where should we be doing Risk Assessments? Katrina response: Local conversations 
should be had 
 
 
 



5. Status of AP1’s 
Katrina: has a ratio, 15/1, not by office, but rather by Region. Columbus is only region not 
meeting that ratio 
All other regions have that 15/1 ratio filled 
 

6. What Formula is being referenced in the Governor’s PRC Working Group Update (July 2022) 
for assigning general and specialized caseloads? 
Jessica: In Governor’s work group meetings and recommendations, 50 cases to 1 officer is ideal. 
Obviously not there due to vacancies. Job Analysis: call them “time studies”- several parole 
officers participating with constructing a survey and contributing to statistics (has been taking 
place for approx. 18 months). Invites officers to join the work group. Encourages us to take 
surveys when they come out. When will it be rolled out to staff?: Meeting was held this week- 
management is trying to come up with roll out plan. Survey anticipated to be out early 2023.  
Who is on committee? Per Katrina: Dion Addison, Aretha Gamble, Michelle Nelson, Tina Patrick, 
Stephanie Starr, Alvin Thomas, Kyle Collier, Ashley jones, Tyler Stork, and Kayla Ward  
Jessica says this committee should be known by everyone through mandatory training 
 

7. Creation of 68 APA positions 
Katrina says number is wrong- does not know where 68 came from, in last budget cycle, 92 
positions have been assigned to regions- Columbus got 2 new units, everyone else got 1 
Money allocated towards positions: Katrina claims all funds went towards those 92 positions 
(PO, Seniors, Supervisors) 
Katrina says she will email Kelly the breakdown of these positions 
New Program Administrator is allocated differently- came from BCS- this position will work on 
retention and hiring more staff, specifically POS. Will also take a look at training 
 

8. ORAS Assessors 
Jessica: Cannot shift anymore work towards assessor officers. Half of team is gone.  
 

9. VAL Roundups 
Katrina: Stretch to say it is from Governor’s Office. Acknowledges it is region specific. Wanted 
list did originate from Governor’s Office- but was not directed to be worked in VAL roundup. 
Originated in Tyrone’s Region where there was a request for equipment, which will lead to 
additional training (Tyrone: Ram, Shield, Ballistic Tools) 
Mark Herubin is “spearheading” this 
 

10. OCSS 
Why can’t we copy and paste emails in OCSS anymore? Katrina: never should have been copying 
and pasting emails. Wants emails summarized, not entire emails. Documentation should be 
attached as attachment, not copied and pasted.  
 

11. State Cars & Where They are Parked 
Difficult in situations where there is no office- no real clarity at this time 
Heather requesting lead on this- would like more information- Will get with Kristie 



12. Body Cameras 
Axon is being communicated with weekly- issues are attempted to be resolved 
 

Side Notes: 

• There is a gap in Cincinnati Region- No Union delegates 
• There is also a gap in Dayton Region 
• VAL Roundup statewide vs. regional issue? To be revisited  

Scheduling of Next Year’s Meetings: 

Feb 15th 2023 (via teams) May 16th 2023, August 16th 2023, November 15th 2023  


